How T-Ventures Adds Value
To BAM Practitioners

Many BAM practitioners are very entrepreneurial and independent. They need to be, to succeed in such a difficult role! So, why would a rugged, independent entrepreneur want to link up with T-Ventures?!

If you resonate with any of the following, please contact us.

1. **Local expertise, networks, & cultural insight.**
   - If you are an expat trying to do business, how do you figure out:
   - Who to work with and who to stay away from?
   - Local hiring and firing laws and unwritten customs.
   - How to negotiate and understand when “Yes” means “No,” or “Maybe,” or even “Yes!”
   - Who the local power brokers are that need to be accounted for.
   - How to handle bribery demands.
   - As people are impacted spiritually, how do you disciple them to follow Jesus according to their culture, not yours?
   - And hundreds of other issues of this nature.

   Through T-Ventures, we can connect you with amazing local networks of missionaries and national colleagues who know the culture and how to do things. They won’t tell you how to run your business but they will help you answer the questions you have...or the questions you didn’t even know to ask.

2. **Business networking & coaching**
   - As you hunker down and work to make your BAM business profitable, we can connect you with those who can help by:
   
   2.1. Helping you mobilize your networks and your church and its business people to provide prayer, encouragement, and business coaching/expertise. T-Ventures has good experience and many tools to help you cast vision for BAM and inspire experienced business people to use their skills to help you.
   
   2.2. Opening new networks for you. We are constantly expanding our networks with individuals and organizations who are leaders in BAM theory and practice. When you need to find expertise beyond your own circles, we can do that through our networks.

3. **Integrating business & Kingdom impact.**
   - It is very hard to launch or expand a profitable business *and* work a Kingdom plan at the same time. We can help you do that.
   
   3.1. As part of WorldVenture, a mission organization, with workers in 65 countries, T-Ventures can link you up with experienced experts in church-related work. We help negotiate a relationship that allows you to run the business as a business and to leverage the business’ spiritual impact with the help of missionaries and national church leaders.
   
   3.2. At T-Ventures we have an integrated model that pulls in business people, churches, missionaries, national church leaders, people like anti-traffickers, and regional Kingdom strategies.
4. **Living & working overseas.**
   If you are doing BAM as an expatriate, you are not just running a business. You are also living cross-culturally. T-Ventures is a division of WorldVenture, a mission organization well known for its ability to equip individuals and families to live and thrive in their new environment.

4.1. As part of T-Ventures, you have access to the full services of WorldVenture’s 70+ years of experience in sending and supporting individuals and families all over the world.

4.2. The list of services is too large to list here. A few of them are: financial expertise, a membercare department, a specialist for kids (adjustment, education, etc), contingency planning and crisis response, counseling services, and much more.

5. **Seasoned entrepreneurs know they need a team.**
   The successful entrepreneurs/business owners we talk to affirm that they cannot succeed alone and need a good team around them.

   To summarize all the points above, at T-Ventures, we add value as part of your team and give you the chance to benefit others as you become part of the T-Ventures network.

   Contact us and we can talk about how it all works.
   Email us at info@TransformationalVentures.com